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hopes, unsuccessful competitions, and frustrated pur-
suits, sour and irritate the temper. A little personal
experience of the selfishness of mankind damps our
generous warmth and kind affections; reproving the
prompt sensibility and 'unsuspecting simplicity of
our earlier years. Above all, ingratitude sickens
the heart, and chills and thickens the very lifers
blood of benevolence: till at length our youthful
Nero, soft and susceptible, becomes a hard and cruel
tyrant; and our youthful Timon, the gay, the gene-
rous, the beneficent, is changed into a cold, sour,
silent misanthrope.
And as in the case of amiable tempers, so in that
also of what are  called  useful lives, it   must be
confessed that their intrinsic worth, argu- Worth of
ing still merely on principles  of reason, useful ifaes
is apt to be greatly overrated.    They are ebsti^t^n,
often the result of a disposition naturally dardofm"
bustling and   active,  which   delights   in unassisted.
motion,  and finds its labour more than reason-
repaid, either by the very pleasure which it takes in
its employments, or by the credit which it derives
from them.    Nay, further; if it be granted that
religion tends in general to produce usefulness, par-
ticularly in the lower orders, who compose a vast
majority of every society; and therefore that these
irreligious men of useful lives are rather exceptions
to the general rule; it must at least be confessed, that
they are so far useless, or even positively mischievous,
as they either neglect to encourage, or actually dis-
courage, that principle, which is the great operative
spring of usefulness in the bulk of mankind.
Thus it might well perhaps be questioned, esti-
mating these men by their own standard, whether
the particular good in this case, is not more than
counterbalanced by the general evil; still more, if

